Screenshots from - The Storm is here. Children are being saved. Corona virus update (video 30.01 min) 4.3.20

Recommended!!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Li9qsr40tGI&feature=youtube

In the famous Zombie series, "Resident Evil" - "The Umbrella Corporation" located in "Racoon City" created a Zombie Virus.

Notice the logo for China's corporation where the virus originated from looks exactly the same?

Also, the word 'Racoon' is an anagram of 'Corona'.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Li9qsr40tGI&feature=youtube
Wtf?

The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation had an event just a few months ago where they did a scenario called “Event 201” dealing with a virus that spreads through the world and kills millions, and which requires “global coordination” to combat it.

It was called “coronavirus”
It appears that George Soros owns the pharmaceutical/Biotech company in Wuhan where the Coronavirus broke out!
Address: 666 Goaxin Road 🤔
Nobody has been able to explain why they gave out stuffed souvenir Coronavirus toys at #Event201 yet.
Almost like this is big fun - for them 😠
Or maybe it’s to commemorate the virus that’ll make them a fortune on vaccines & other treatments we will be forced to buy-
Thoughts?
The CoronaVirus Cover Op 2020

1. Get Civilians and Children off the Streets, Schools and Public Events. Prevents Cabal doing mass killings for distraction, or to take revenge.

2. Quarantine: Cover for Mass Arrests. “Self-quarantine” is the World Leader and Hollywood Celeb version of the CEO “resignation”.


4. Capture/Execute Cabal figure heads and Celebs SWIFTLY, without having to RedPill the Public which can come later, after the dust has settled.

5. 0% Payroll Tax. extend 4/15 Tax Deadline = Restructure the IRS. Cut off Tax Revenue to corrupt IRS money funnel to Cabal.

6. Draining The Swamp Operation.... Disguised as a Public Health
Patriots have bankrupted the Federal Reserve and absorbed its function into the United States Treasury! The cause of all wars, famine and economic collapse for the past 100 years has been dissolved, and the people have RECLAIMED the money system. CONGRATULATIONS HUMANITY!
securities that have government guarantee. This includes Treasury securities, agency mortgage-backed securities and the debt issued by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. An argument can be made that can also include municipal securities, but nothing in the laundry list above.

So how can they do this? The Fed will finance a special purpose vehicle (SPV) for each acronym to conduct these operations. The Treasury, using the Exchange Stabilization Fund, will make an equity investment in each SPV and be in a ‘first loss’ position. What does this mean? In essence, the Treasury, not the Fed, is buying all these securities and backstopping of loans; the Fed is acting as banker and providing financing. The Fed hired BlackRock Inc. to purchase these securities and handle the administration of the SPVs on behalf of the owner, the Treasury.

In other words, the federal government is nationalizing large swaths of the financial markets. The Fed is providing the money to do it. BlackRock will be doing the trades.

This scheme essentially merges the Fed and Treasury into one organization. So, meet your new Fed chairman, Donald J. Trump.

In 2008 when something similar was done, it was on a smaller scale. Since few understood it, the Bush and Obama administrations ceded total control of those acronym programs to then-Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke. He unwound them at the first available opportunity. But now, 12 years later, we have a much better understanding of how they work. And we have a president who has made it very clear how displeased he is that central bankers haven’t used their considerable power to force the Dow Jones Industrial Average at least 10,000 points higher, something he has complained about many times before the pandemic hit.

When the Fed was rightly alarmed by the current dysfunction in the fixed-income markets, they felt they needed to act. This was the correct thought. But, to get the authority to stabilize these “private” markets, central bankers needed the Treasury to agree to nationalize (own) them so they could provide the funds to do it.
>>8570779
Necessary scare event. Sometimes war hurts the innocent. This is the best path to freedom. Our ancestors endured much worse, and gave much more to be free. It's time we step up and do the same for those that follow us. Our POTUS gave up everything, to be our shield and take the hits for us. He has endured their attacks on his character and family because he loves America, and loves us, the people. If that 73 year old man can give up his fortune and fame to grind day in and day out taking shot after shot for us, we better suck it up and endure a few weeks of fake coronavirus and discomfort in order to remove the chains that have held us and our children as slaves. WWG1WGA!
Current survival rate figures for the US = 98.54%

How 'bout we promote that, instead of fear.
Adrenochrome heavy use captures iron content in the body. Ferretin acts as a sequester for iron and is a MARKER for how high the content is. I suspect the corona virus was caused by blackhats, but the cure is wormwood. Hydrochloroquine and Azythromycin, or absinthe/wormwood distilled spirits for cleaning/hand sanitizing. That is the cure.

And how funny would it be if all these adrenochrome users cannot get reprieve from the wormwood based cures because the high iron content would kill them.
And how funny would it be if all these adrenochrome users cannot get reprieve from the wormwood based cures because the high iron content would kill them. (source below) 
So it's agonizing pain/death through adrenochrome withdrawal, wormwood poisoning, or suicide.

https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/324577#can-artemisinin-help-treat-cancer
It looks like wormwood interacts with iron to spew free radicals in the body. And those that use adrenochrome are very very high in iron.

Wormwood is the great filter lol
They are being pulled from the tunnels. There's a Mas...
How do you show the 16 year plan and expose those who want to take away our rights and destroy our country? How do you show the world? You SHUT IT DOWN. Now people can SEE CLEARLY. Welcome To THE GREAT AWAKENING.
Holy shit. The VENTILATORS!!!!!
The children being PULLED UP
(Rapture - it's going to be biblical)
Pulled up from DUMBS!!! They'll
need oxygen!! From Dark to light.
It is about saving children from
DUMBS first. THEN arrests.
Comey gave us a HINT!
His ass is Definetly captured
I used to be afraid of the dark until I learned that I am a light and the dark is afraid of me.
Hate to break this to all of the morons who call themselves Journalists.

COVID literally stands for “Chinese Originated Viral Infectious Disease” and the number 19 is due to this being the 19th virus to come